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Mastering the Art of French Cooking
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Home-cooking meets highbrow art in this one-of-akind cookbook that uses food to create edible
interpretations of modern and contemporary
sculptures, paintings, architecture, and design. It
started as a series of dinner parties that Esther
Choi--artist, architectural historian, and self-taught
cook--hosted for friends after she stumbled across an
elaborate menu crafted for Walter Gropius in 1937.
Combining a curiosity about art and design with a
deeply felt love of cooking, Choi has assembled a
playful collection of recipes that are sure to spark
conversation over the dinner table. Featuring Choi's
own spectacular photography, these sixty recipes riff
off famous artists or architects and the works they are
known for. Try Quiche Haring with the Frida Kale-o
Salad, or the Robert Rauschenburger followed by Flan
Flavin. This cookbook is strikingly beautiful and
provocative as it blurs the boundaries between art
and everyday life and celebrates food in an engaging
and imaginative way.

Savor Arizona Cookbook
Wilderness Adventures' Savor Arizona reveals recipes
from chefs at acclaimed restaurants in the region.

The Chef Architect
A highly original collection of essays that explore the
relationship between food and architecture - the
preparation of meals and the production of space.

A Culinary Journey for the Love of Biryani
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With 800 home-cooking recipes, America: The
Cookbook is a celebration of the remarkable diversity
of American food and food culture state by state.
Features 50 essays and menus from a 'who's who' of
100 foremost food experts and chefs. America: The
Cookbook is the first book to document
comprehensively – and celebrate – the remarkable
diversity of American cuisine and food culture. A
thoroughly researched compendium of 800 homecooking recipes for delicious and authentic American
dishes, America: The Cookbook explores the country's
myriad traditions and influences, regional favorites
and melting-pot fusion – the culinary heritage of a
nation, from appetizers to desserts and beyond. A
unique state-by-state section features essays and
menus from a 'who's who' of 100 foremost food
experts and chefs.

Le Corbuffet
2014 James Beard Foundation Book Award -- Single
Subject category As an affordable, delicious, and
nutritious protein, poultry is a staple of a modern
global diet that transcends continents and cultures.
Chicken Noodle Soup, Buffalo Wings, Duck à l'Orange,
and Partridge Escabeche are just the beginning of a
long list of exciting possibilities. From the most
popular birds—chicken and turkey—to small birds like
quail, pheasant, and squab, Culinary Birds offers more
than 170 savory ways to enjoy poultry. With all the
options out there, choosing the healthiest, most
flavorful birds can be confusing. Because it is
important to know where your bird comes from,
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Culinary Birds provides a brief history of poultry, the
rise of factory farms, and the progression of the
sustainability movement. From “free range” to
“pasture raised,” from “air-chilled” to “water-chilled”
award-winning chef John Ash and culinary author
James Fraioli determine the “best” birds you can buy
for your health and for your palate. Beautiful full-color
photographs accompany many of the recipes. With
information on proper handling, storage, and various
preparation methods, along with helpful charts,
sidebars, and how-to photographs, Culinary Birds truly
is the ultimate poultry cookbook.

The Great American Cookbook
Is it better for a martini to be shaken, not stirred?
Does it matter which order you add the ingredients of
a Long Island Iced Tea? How many ice cubes can you
add to a margarita without compromising the flavour?

The Architect's Cookbook
What to Have for Dinner
Damon Lee Fowler's critically acclaimed and awardnominated celebration of classic Southern cooking
returns to print in a fully revised and updated edition.
Hailed as a bible of Southern foodways and a major
contribution to the literature of American culture, this
compendium of more than two hundred traditional
recipes broke new ground in food writing. Rooted in
meticulous scholarship, a passion for good cooking,
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and a deep love for the unique culture of the South,
Classical Southern Cooking presents the history and
substance of this cuisine in a uniquely casual and
anecdotal way that has earned it a reputation as a
modern classic.

Trees & Daffodils: A Landscape
Architect's Cookbook
WACS Global Certified Master Chef, Fred Raynaud,
shares insight and wisdom in this cutting edge book
on concept development and restaurant design. Fred
Raynaud tackles the subject by teaching the
culinarian how to harness their inner designer and
bring to life their concept. The Chef Architect takes
you on the journey from ideation and product
branding to design, development, and construction. In
this College Textbook edition, Fred Raynaud explores
ideas in New Product Development (NPD), Research &
Development (R&D), menu engineering, ideation, and
kitchen design. "Breakthrough begins with the
foundation of desire and the pursuit of 'WOW, ' the
visualization of the end of the game where you win
it's the end zone dance, the standing ovation, the
silence of a crowed so moved by the performance
they become speechless." This book is for the culinary
student or professional that desires to hone their skill
in restaurant design and concepting.

The Englishwoman's Cookery Book A New
Edition
"In Culinary ArtistryDornenburg and Page provide
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food and flavor pairings as a kind of steppingstone for
the recipe-dependent cookTheir hope is that once you
know the scales, you will be able to compose a
symphony." --Molly O'Neil in The New York Times
Magazine. For anyone who believes in the potential
for artistry in the realm of food, Culinary Artistry is a
must-read. This is the first book to examine the
creative process of culinary composition as it explores
the intersection of food, imagination, and taste.
Through interviews with more than 30 of America's
leading chefsa including Rick Bayless, Daniel Boulud,
Gray Kunz, Jean-Louis Palladin, Jeremiah Tower, and
Alice Watersa the authors reveal what defines
"culinary artists," how and where they find their
inspiration, and how they translate that vision to the
plate. Through recipes and reminiscences, chefs
discuss how they select and pair ingredients, and how
flavors are combined into dishes, dishes into menus,
and menus into bodies of work that eventually
comprise their cuisines.

The Complete Nose to Tail
Insects will be appearing on our store shelves, menus,
and plates within the decade. In The Insect Cookbook,
two entomologists and a chef make the case for
insects as a sustainable source of protein for humans
and a necessary part of our future diet. They provide
consumers and chefs with the essential facts about
insects for culinary use, with recipes simple enough to
make at home yet boasting the international flair of
the world’s most chic dishes. Insects are delicious and
healthy. A large proportion of the world’s population
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eats them as a delicacy. In Mexico, roasted ants are
considered a treat, and the Japanese adore wasps.
Insects not only are a tasty and versatile ingredient in
the kitchen, but also are full of protein. Furthermore,
insect farming is much more sustainable than meat
production. The Insect Cookbook contains delicious
recipes; interviews with top chefs, insect farmers,
political figures, and nutrition experts (including chef
René Redzepi, whose establishment was elected
three times as “best restaurant of the world”; Kofi
Annan, former secretary-general of the United
Nations; and Daniella Martin of Girl Meets Bug); and
all you want to know about cooking with insects,
teaching twenty-first-century consumers where to buy
insects, which ones are edible, and how to store and
prepare them at home and in commercial spaces.

The Architecture of the Cocktail:
Constructing The Perfect Cocktail From
The Bottom Up
The first and greatest book of regional American
cuisine, now revised for today’s home cook. Imagine a
person with the culinary acumen of Julia Child, the
inquisitiveness of Margaret Mead, and the daring of
Amelia Earhart. This is Clementine Paddleford,
America’s first food journalist. In the 1930s,
Paddleford set out to do something no one had done
before: chronicle regional American food. Writing for
the New York Herald Tribune, Gourmet, and This
Week, she crisscrossed the nation, piloting a propeller
plane, to interview real home cooks and discover their
local specialties. The Great American Cookbook is the
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culmination of Paddleford’s career. A best seller when
first published in 1960 as How America Eats, this
coveted classic has been out of print for thirty years.
Here are more than 500 of Paddleford’s best recipes,
all adapted for contemporary kitchens. From New
England there is Real Clam Chowder; from the South,
Fresh Peach Ice Cream; from the Southwest,
Albondigas Soup; from California, Arroz con Pollo.
Behind all the recipes are extraordinary stories, which
make this not just a cookbook but also a portrait of
America.

The Russian Heritage Cookbook
Food and Architecture is the first book to explore the
relationship between these two fields of study and
practice. Bringing together leading voices from both
food studies and architecture, it provides a groundbreaking, cross-disciplinary analysis of two disciplines
which both rely on a combination of creativity,
intuition, taste, and science but have rarely been
engaged in direct dialogue. Each of the four sections –
Regionalism, Sustainability, Craft, and Authenticity –
focuses on a core area of overlap between food and
architecture. Structured around a series of
'conversations' between chefs, culinary historians and
architects, each theme is explored through a variety
of case studies, ranging from pig slaughtering and
farmhouses in Greece to authenticity and heritage in
American cuisine. Drawing on a range of approaches
from both disciplines, methodologies include practicebased research, literary analysis, memoir, and
narrative. The end of each section features a
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commentary by Samantha Martin-McAuliffe which
emphasizes key themes and connections. This
compelling book is invaluable reading for students
and scholars in food studies and architecture as well
as practicing chefs and architects.

The London Cookbook
Located in the very heart of the eastern
Mediterranean, the area comprising Syria, Lebanon,
and Jordan has provided the world with what is
considered by many to be Arab food at its best. In this
landmark, one-of-a-kind volume Sonia Uvezian gives
this time-honored cuisine the kind of presentation it
truly deserves. "Recipes and Remembrances from an
Eastern Mediterranean Kitchen" is a revelatory work
rich in personal reminiscences; insightful quotations,
anecdotes, and proverbs; valuable information on
ingredients, utensils, daily meals, and traditions; and
evocative period illustrations. Sonia Uvezian's many
memories and associations establish a sense of place
and emotional pull rarely encountered in Middle
Eastern culinary literature. The "eastern
Mediterranean Kitchen" in the title is actually that of
her family's summer home in the Bekaa Valley,
Lebanon's fertile agricultural and winemaking region,
as well as the one in their Beirut apartment. It is
where the Uvezians prepared the food they grew
themselves or bought from nearby farms, orchards,
and markets. Written by an expert in the field and
over two decades in the making, "Recipes and
Remembrances" is a fascinating and highly original
book imbued with a keen historical perspective and a
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deep respect for the region's cultural heritage. Few
cookbook authors have approached their subjects
with the thorough, painstaking research reflected in
this work. A profound understanding of eastern
Mediterranean food shines through in its hundreds of
superb, clearly written recipes, which are often
preceded by illuminating introductory remarks. From
the definitive section on pomegranates and
pomegranate molasses through the fabulous chapters
on desserts and beverages, this book provides
indispensable reading for anyone interested in the
cookery and culture of Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan.
Like the author's groundbreaking classics, "The
Cuisine of Armenia" and "Cooking from the
Caucasus," which were among the first to bring
Middle Eastern and Caucasian cooking to America, it
is long on such traditional dishes as tabbuleh and
baklava but also includes innovations, among them
Damascus-Style Cheese Dip with Toasted Sesame
Seeds and Nigella and Grilled Quail with Sour Cherry
Sauce. Timeless and timely, "Recipes and
Remembrances from an Eastern Mediterranean
Kitchen" is a welcome blend of outstanding
scholarship and entertaining reading. A genuine
contribution to culinary literature, it has achieved the
status of a classic. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sonia
Uvezian was born and brought up in Beirut, Lebanon.
A leading authority on Middle Eastern and Caucasian
cooking and the winner of a James Beard Award, she
is the author of six other highly acclaimed cookbooks,
including "The Cuisine of Armenia," "Cooking from the
Caucasus," and "The Book of Yogurt." Several of her
books have been selections of Book-of-the-Month Club
and published internationally. Ms. Uvezian has also
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contributed articles and recipes to Gourmet, Bon
Appetit, Vogue, and numerous other publications."

Future Food Today: A cookbook by
SPACE10
Introduces a selection of 125 recipes that emphasize
fresh, seasonal, and local ingredients, explaining how
to maximize flavor and texture cooking.

The Royal Cookery Book
Fergus Henderson's two classic Nose to Tail books in a
single, covetable volume with additional new recipes
and photography.

North
The ultimate cookbook of authentic tsarist Russia
cuisine passed down through generations of Russian
families--from Chicken Kiev to borscht to vodka

Culinary Artistry
An intimate culinary portrait of Los Angeles today—a
city now recognized among food lovers for its
booming, vibrant, international restaurant
landscape—with 100 recipes from its restaurants,
juice bars, coffee shops, cocktail lounges, food trucks,
and hole-in-the-wall gems. Once considered a culinary
wasteland, Los Angeles is now one of the most
exciting food cities in the world. Like the multifaceted, sprawling city itself, the food of Los Angeles
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is utterly its own, an amalgam of international
influence, disposable income, glamour, competition,
immigrant vitality, health consciousness, purity, and
beach-loving, laid back, hip, unrestrained creativity.
With 100 recipes pulled from the city's best
restaurants but retooled for the home cook—like
Charred Cucumber Gazpacho, Roast Chicken with
Spicy Harissa, Vietnamese Coffee Pudding, Blackberry
Mint Mojito Ice Cream and Thai Basil Margaritas—EAT.
COOK. L.A.; Notes and Recipes from the City of Angels
is both a culinary roadmap and a sophisticated
insider's look at one of America’s most iconic and
fascinating cities.

EAT. COOK. L.A.
A colorful celebration of Oaxacan cuisine from the
landmark Oaxacan restaurant in Los Angeles Oaxaca
is the culinary heart of Mexico, and since opening its
doors in 1994, Guelaguetza has been the center of life
for the Oaxacan community in Los Angeles. Founded
by the Lopez family, Guelaguetza has been offering
traditional Oaxacan food for 25 years. The first true
introduction to Oaxacan cuisine by a native family,
each dish articulates their story, from Oaxaca to the
streets of Los Angeles and beyond. Showcasing the
“soul food” of Mexico, Oaxaca offers 140 authentic,
yet accessible recipes using some of the purest preHispanic and indigenous ingredients available. From
their signature pink horchata to the formula for the
Lopez’s award-winning mole negro, Oaxaca
demystifies this essential cuisine.
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Journey to a Restaurant's Soul
2019 marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
acclaimed French Laundry restaurant in the Napa
Valley—“the most exciting place to eat in the United
States” (The New York Times). The most
transformative cookbook of the century celebrates
this milestone by showcasing the genius of
chef/proprietor Thomas Keller himself. Keller is a
wizard, a purist, a man obsessed with getting it right.
And this, his first cookbook, is every bit as satisfying
as a French Laundry meal itself: a series of small,
impeccable, highly refined, intensely focused courses.
Most dazzling is how simple Keller's methods are:
squeegeeing the moisture from the skin on fish so it
sautées beautifully; poaching eggs in a deep pot of
water for perfect shape; the initial steeping in the
shell that makes cooking raw lobster out of the shell a
cinch; using vinegar as a flavor enhancer; the
repeated washing of bones for stock for the cleanest,
clearest tastes. From innovative soup techniques, to
the proper way to cook green vegetables, to secrets
of great fish cookery, to the creation of breathtaking
desserts; from beurre monté to foie gras au torchon,
to a wild and thoroughly unexpected take on coffee
and doughnuts, The French Laundry Cookbook
captures, through recipes, essays, profiles, and
extraordinary photography, one of America's great
restaurants, its great chef, and the food that makes
both unique. One hundred and fifty superlative
recipes are exact recipes from the French Laundry
kitchen—no shortcuts have been taken, no critical
steps ignored, all have been thoroughly tested in
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home kitchens. If you can't get to the French Laundry,
you can now re-create at home the very experience
Wine Spectator described as “as close to dining
perfection as it gets.”

Recipes and Remembrances from an
Eastern Mediterranean Kitchen
There was never anything wrong with instant ramen.
But there was never anything wrong with not being on
the moon, either. That didn't stop Neil Armstrong,
Buzz Aldrin, and that other guy* from changing the
course of human history with a few daring steps and a
super dope catchphrase. So too shall journalist and
blogger Josh Scherer change the course of late-night,
often-insane, sometimes-smart-but-always-monstrous
munchie food that puts your MSG packet garbage to
shame. You'll find more than seventy creations
broken into the ten "brossential" food groups like:
Beer, Fried Things, Tacos, and Struggle Snacks
(because money is hard). Josh's recipes range from
indulgent eats like Beer-Poached Bratwurst Party Subs
and Mac 'n' Cheese Nachos to hella-classy dishes like
Broccolini with Burnt Lemon Hollandaise and Pork
Belly Tacos with Fish Sauce Caramel. Sprinkled in are
the unholy commandments for bro cooking, such as
"bagged wine is the only wine you need," and Josh's
expert advice on how to beat a hangover (it's mostly
just pastrami and emotionally purging movies). The
Culinary Bro-Down Cookbook is full of irreverent
essays and anecdotes, but running throughout is a
deep sense of soul and self that strives to answer the
question: Why can't the deep-fried nonsense you eat
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with your bros at 2 a.m. have the same emotional
gravitas as an intimate family dinner? Oh and there's
bacon, too. Like, a lot of it. *It's Michael Collins, you
uncultured swine

Saraban
Pasta by Design
The Culinary Bro-Down Cookbook
Culinary Birds
The Irish Cookbook
"A Culinary Journey for the love of biryani: Over 100
Tantalizing Recipes Biryani is the one special dish that
certainly speaks to our taste buds from a platter with
flavors gathered from different parts of the Indian
subcontinent and the world outside. Even the name
can be spelled in various ways: biryani, buriyani,
biriani, breyani, etc. These remind us of the different
shades it comes in, which are unique to the different
regions, cultures, traditions and styles of cooking. In
this book, the authors have laid out over 100
tantalizing Biryani recipes from in and around India
(Awadhi to Hyderabadi biryani) as well as the globe
(Iranian to Durban biryani). They all hold in their core,
traditional values, ingredients and varied styles,
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which make each one of them unique. To top it all the
book has tips that include information on meat cuts,
rice variations (tehri, pulao, and pilaf), Indian pot-style
cooking (Degchi, or handi), side accompaniments
including wine pairings and many more things
supporting both Indian and International styles of
cooking. Follow these Recipes, Keep Calm and add
some Dum to your Biryani!"

The Royal Cookery Book. (Le Livre de
Cuisine) Translated from the French and
Adapted for English Use by A. Gouffé
Illustrated from Drawings from Nature by
E. Ronjat
Following on from the success of their award-winning
books, Saha and Turquoise, Greg and Lucy Malouf
now explore one of the world’s earliest and greatest
empires: Saraban is an unforgettable journey through
the culinary landscapes of ancient Persia and modernday Iran. Persian cooking is one of the oldest and
most sophisticated cuisines in the world and its
influence has spread across India and the Middle East
to North Africa and the Iberian Peninsula and even
through Medieval Europe. It’s a cuisine that is subtle,
elegant and alluring, which rejoices in rice, uses fresh
herbs in abundance and combines meat, fish, fruit
and vegetables with exotic spices, such as saffron,
cardamom and dried limes. In Saraban, Greg and
Lucy discover a land where the rich diversity of
climate, countryside, architecture and poetry provide
a fitting background for an equal variety and richness
of cuisine. Join them as they visit bustling bazaars and
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tiny soup kitchens, pick saffron before dawn and fish,
in time-honoured tradition, from wooden dhows in the
Persian Gulf. Then discover the joy of Persian cooking
for yourself with the mouth-watering recipes that
Greg has created for the home kitchen, as he mixes
centuries of tradition with modern techniques and
flavours for both the home cook and experienced
chef.

Oaxaca
Looks at the design and mathematical principles for
over ninety pasta shapes through a classification tree
based on physical characteristics and profiles that
include descriptions, photographs, formulas, and
cooking times for each pasta shape.

Classical Southern Cooking
-A History of Cookbooks provides a literary and
historical overview of the cookbook genre, exploring
its development as an important part of food culture
beginning in the Late Middle Ages. Studying
cookbooks from various Western cultures and
languages, Henry Notaker traces the transformation
of recipes from brief notes with ingredients into
detailed recipes with a specific structure, grammar,
and vocabulary. In addition, he reveals that
cookbooks go far beyond offering recipes: they tell us
a great deal about nutrition, morals, manners, history,
and menus while often providing entertaining
reflections and commentaries. This innovative book
demonstrates that cookbooks represent an interesting
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and important branch of nonfiction
literature.---Provided by publisher.

The Englishwoman's cookery book
Collects more than one hundred eclectic recipes from
some of London's best restaurants, dessert shops,
coffee houses, cocktail lounges, and hole-in-the-wall
gems--all adapted for the home kitchen.

America: The Cookbook
Providing unique, accessible lessons on engineering,
this title in the bestselling 101 Things I Learned®
series is a perfect resource for students, recent
graduates, general readers, and even seasoned
professionals. An experienced civil engineer presents
the physics and fundamentals underlying the many
fields of engineering. Far from a dry, nuts-and-bolts
exposition, 101 Things I Learned® in Engineering
School uses real-world examples to show how the
engineer's way of thinking can illuminate questions
from the simple to the profound: Why shouldn't
soldiers march across a bridge? Why do buildings
want to float and cars want to fly? What is the
difference between thinking systemically and thinking
systematically? This informative resource will appeal
to students, general readers, and even experienced
engineers, who will discover within many provocative
insights into familiar principles.

Craft of Cooking
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The Irish Cookbook showcases the true depth of Irish
cuisine, its ingredients, and its fascinating history, as
never before Ireland's remarkably rich food heritage
dates back millenia and, in The Irish Cookbook,
acclaimed chef Jp McMahon captures its unique
culinary origins and varied influences. Irish food is the
summation of what the land and sea gives; the book's
480 home-cooking recipes celebrate the range and
quality of Ireland's bounty, from oysters and seaweed
on its west coast to beef and lamb from its lush green
pastures, to produce and forage from throughout the
island. Presenting best-loved traditional dishes
together with many lesser-known gems, this book
vividly evokes the warmth, hospitality, and culinary
spirit of the Emerald Isle.

The French Laundry Cookbook
Mrs. Beeton's Cookery Book
The more than two hundred recipes in this cookbook,
created by the chefs of the New England Culinary
Institute, have been converted for home use and
include suggestions for finishing touches,
presentation, wine or beverage pairings, and chef's
notes.

A Master Class
"Fare warning: while the publisher and the AIA
Connecticut cookbook committee have exerted their
best efforts in preparing this book, they make no
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representation or warranties with respect to the
accuracy or completeness of the contents of this book
and the recipes presented. The concoctions contained
herein may not be suitable for your table (after all, it's
a matter of taste). The stories presented herein may
contain half-truths, whole truths, no truths, or be the
product of faulty memories, for which we assume no
responsibility. The publisher, AIA Connecticut, or the
contributors to this book shall not be responsible for
any errors, omissions, damages, or ruined dinner
parties arising out of the use of this information. This
cookbook is published with the understanding the
publisher, AIA Connecticut, and the contributors are
supplying information but are not attempting to make
you into an expert cook".

Food and Architecture
IKEA’s future living lab SPACE10 has made their first
ever cookbook with a collection of recipes based on
future food trends. What we eat today shapes
tomorrow. Considering the world’s food production is
challenging the planet, we need to eat in alternative
ways – now and in the future. Future Food Today is a
collection of recipes based on future food trends,
straight from the SPACE10 food lab and test kitchen.
The book expresses SPACE10’s beliefs around food
and food production. From “dogless hotdogs” and
“algae chips”, to “bug burgers” and “microgreen
popsicles”, it’s packed with dishes we could one day
be eating on a regular basis. It also includes simple
guides to producing food locally and sustainably, and
explains how to use alternative ingredients,
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gastronomic innovation and technology—such as
hydroponic farming—to offer an alternative to the
planet’s growing demand for food and excessive
consumption of meat. Features • Future Food Today
is both a coffee table book and a kitchen tool,
challenging the category of cookbooks both visually
and conceptually. • It frames the zeitgeist around
food and future food in a visually appealing and easily
understandable way. • Futuristic and aspirational, this
cookbook with a lab mindset offers a down-to-earth
and hands-on approach to food.

101 Things I Learned® in Engineering
School
This book represents the first 16 years of Glen
Coben's design agency. Coben has had the distinct
pleasure of working with some of the greatest chefs of
this present time-- having had a front-row seat to
witness the growth of -farm-to-table- cuisine,
-molecular gastronomy, - the burger craze, the
Neapolitan pizza craze, the kale-ification of our
consciousness, the paleo diet, the juice cleanse, and
the rapid rise of food bloggers, social media, the
-foodie, - and the deification of chefs into rock stars.
What has remained consistent is that the challenge of
opening a restaurant has not become any easier.
Whether the restaurant is a burger restaurant, a dive
bar and taqueria, or a four-star grand Italian
destination, the stakes are always high for each
restaurateur or chef. They have investors, budgets,
schedules and the desire to deliver their own vision of
service and cuisine. Each design project is a journey
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to discover the soul of each project - to tell its story in
an appropriate tone of voice that compliments each
chef's vision. Coben's journey has taken him literally
and metaphorically to Mexico, Strasbourg, Paris,
Texas, California, the Islands, the Bronx, Queens,
London, and all over Italy.

Eating Architecture
An unprecedented look into the food and culture of
Iceland, from Iceland's premier chef and the owner of
Reykjavík's Restaurant Dill. Iceland is known for being
one of the most beautiful and untouched places on
earth, and a burgeoning destination for travelers
lured by its striking landscapes and vibrant culture.
Iceland is also home to an utterly unique and
captivating food scene, characterized by its
distinctive indigenous ingredients, traditional farmers
and artisanal producers, and wildly creative chefs and
restaurants. Perhaps no Icelandic restaurant is as wellloved and critically lauded as chef Gunnar Gíslason’s
Restaurant Dill, which opened in Reykjavík’s historic
Nordic House in 2009. North is Gíslason’s wonderfully
personal debut: equal parts recipe book and culinary
odyssey, it offers an unparalleled look into a star
chef’s creative process. But more than just a
collection of recipes, North is also a celebration of
Iceland itself—the inspiring traditions, stories, and
people who make the island nation unlike any other
place in the world. From the Hardcover edition.

A History of Cookbooks
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The Insect Cookbook
For over fifty years, New York Times bestseller
Mastering the Art of French Cooking has been the
definitive book on the subject for American readers.
Featuring 524 delicious recipes, in its pages home
cooks will find something for everyone, from
seasoned experts to beginners who love good food
and long to reproduce the savory delights of French
cuisine, from historic Gallic masterpieces to the
seemingly artless perfection of a dish of spring-green
peas. Here Julia Child, Simone Beck, and Louisette
Bertholle break down the classic foods of France into
a logical sequence of themes and variations rather
than presenting an endless and diffuse catalogue of
dishes. Throughout, the focus is on key recipes that
form the backbone of French cookery and lend
themselves to an infinite number of
elaborations—bound to increase anyone’s culinary
repertoire. With over 100 instructive illustrations to
guide readers every step of the way, Mastering the
Art of French Cooking deserves a place of honor in
every kitchen in America.
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